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The textile industry, together with automobile industry, pioneers several operation management techniques and 

perspectives. The fashion industry faces an incredible competitive environment on which branding, image and marketing 

have a crucial role but also the efficacy and effectiveness of the operation have an important part in the success of the 

industry and its individuals companies. The digital transformation of the economy is the current challenge of the fashion 

industry. Then, this bachelor thesis reviews the fashion industry and the specifics of one company, which claims digital 

transformation of its brand. The bachelor thesis implements the perspective of the five objectives of operation management 

to deploy an analysis of the brand. The aim of the bachelor thesis is fulfilled. The theoretical part has enough information. 

The presentation of the case is clear. The analysis of each operation management performance objectives provides 

sufficient information and examples.

The questions for the defence are:

- Which operation management performance objective shows the biggest change? Why?

- What is the next step in terms of operation management that the company should make for further brand digitalisation? 

Why?
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This BT aims to determine the influence of digitalization of a brand management in to the performance within the fashion 

industry. The BT compares the customer experience process with digital elements and a process without digital elements. 

The five objectives of Operations Management (Slack, et al., 2010) facilitates the process analysis and the comparison 

within a specific fashion industry firm.
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